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Abstract – An additional application for wireless location is pre-
sented -the concept of user location in cellular networks. Dif-
ferent radiolocational and triangulation methods for subscriber
location are represented. A brief comparison between these con-
trivances is made.
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I. Introduction

The contemporary telecommunication market is the one of
the most modern and dynamically developing market struc-
tures. Unremittingly new methods to increase the potential-
ities of the wireless network are searched. The number of
clients grows progressively. It becomes necessaries to addi-
tional services. One new service is on the way to give new
appearance of the network - subscriber location service. Re-
cently, in a few tested areas, rental cars equipped with loca-
tion devices and map displays have aided visitors in an un-
familiar territory. Taxi and delivery drivers have utilized lo-
cation technology in Tokyo to navigate the myriad of streets
[1]. Fleet operators use location technology to improve prod-
uct delivery times and the efficiency of the fleet management
process. In cellular telephone networks, location technology
could be used for radio resource and mobility management.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) requires
that starting October 1, 2001, all wireless carriers be able to
provide the position (or location) of an emergency 911 caller
to the appropriate Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) [2].
Location technologies not requiring new, modified, or up-
graded mobile stations (MS) must determine the caller’s lon-
gitude and latitude within 100 meters for 67% of the emer-
gency calls, and 300 meters for 95% of the calls. If new, mod-
ified, or upgraded handsets are required, the requirements are
more stringent: 50 meters for 67% of the calls, and 150 me-
ters for 95% of the calls. For successfully resolving this prob-
lem many radio location and navigations methods are used.

II. Overview of Existing Location Systems

Location technologies [4] fall into two major categories:
network-based solutions and handset (mobile station
MS)-based solutions. It depends on network environment
there are some differences and summaries. It is normal to ex-
ist hybrid systems, systems that use many different signals
(synchronization signal, information, SMS signal, .. etc.) in
the different existing world networks [5].
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The most common system used for cellular location if so
named ”Cell-ID based positioning system” location. The
entire service area of a mobile phone network consists of a
mosaic or honeycomb of overlapping radio cells, each cen-
tered on a base station where the radio antenna is installed.
The size of the cells varies according to the intensity of user
traffic, and each one is uniquely identifiable by its cell ID.
Cell-based location does not require any modifications to the
users mobile phones nor to the network. The accuracy is de-
pended on the size of the cell in large cities and conurbations,
where the cells are very small and highly concentrated (so-
called pico-cells), it is possible to identify a users location to
within about 300 meters, In more thinly populated areas and
in more isolated regions, a single cell is theoretically capable
of covering a radius of up to 35 kilometers. Cell-ID based
positioning system have most mobile networks including the
most European countries and the Asia Pacific countries [6].

Other radiolocation technology is Positioning using Sig-
nal Strength (SS). The measurement employs a well-known
mathematical model describing the path loss attenuation with
distance [7]. This model is reflected in Eq. 1 - Path Loss At-
tenuation Model:

� ���� � � ����� � ��� ��������� ��� (1)

In this equation, � ���� (is the path loss as a function of the
distance between a transmitter and a receiver. � ����� is the
path loss at a known reference distance ��, � is 2 for free
space and usually higher for wireless channels, and�� a zero
mean Gaussian random variable reflecting the variation in
average received power. �� of special interest in this model
since it describes the influences of shadowing in an ideal en-
vironment (free space and Line-Of-Sight (LOS) propagation)
the transmitter lies on a circle centered at the receiver [6].

Some of several fundamental approaches for implement-
ing a radiolocation system including those based on signal-
strength are angle of arrival (AOA) and time of arrival
(TOA)[8,1]. It is important to note that line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation is necessary for accurate location estimates. An-
gle of Arrival (AOA) techniques estimate the location of a
mobile station (MS) by using directive antennas or antenna
arrays to measure the AOA at several base stations (BS) of
a signal that is transmitted by the MS [8]. Simple geometric
relationships are presented in Fig. 1. Consider the error due
to multipath propagation, but do not consider angle estima-
tion errors. It is assumed that the MS uses an omnidirectional
antenna, so that. In the absence of an LOS signal component,
the antenna array will lock on to a reflected signal that may
not be coming from the direction of the MS. Even if an LOS
component is present, multipath will still interfere with the
angle measurement. The accuracy of the AOA method dimin-
ishes with increasing distance between the MS and BS due
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Fig. 1. MSBS geometry assuming a ring of scatterers for macrocells.

to fundamental limitations of the devices used to measure
the arrival angles as well as changing scattering characteris-
tics. For macrocells, scattering objects are primarily within a
small distance of the MS, since the BSs are usually elevated
well above the local terrain [8,10]. Consequently, the signals
arrive with a relatively narrow AOA spread at the BSs (Fig. 1
[1]). For microcells, the BSs may be placed below rooftop
level. Consequently, the BSs will often be surrounded by lo-
cal scatterers such that the signals arrive at the BSs with a
large AOA spread. Thus, while the AOA approach is useful
for macrocells, it may be impractical for microcells.

Other systems to measurement position of an object
are time based systems. It uses a Time-Of-Arrival (TOA)
method. The position of an object is found by measuring the
propagation time of a signal travelling from a mobile sta-
tion to a fixed transceiver or vice versa. Geometrically, this
provides a circular locus centered at the transceiver. In or-
der to be able to resolve this location ambiguity for a two-
dimensional environment, two more measurements have to
be made. A TOA system has some disadvantages. Firstly,
it requires all transceivers (either at the network-side or the
object itself) to have precisely synchronized clocks. Sec-
ondly, multipath propagation caused by signal reflections has
a strong influence on the accuracy of the location estimate
and can be overcome only by employing sophisticated tech-
niques that screen out unwanted portions of the original sig-
nal [1,11]. On the basis of that is development some methods
that can increase the timing measurements [12,13] – Fourth
Order Cumulating Estimation of Signal Parameters via Ro-
tational Invariance Techniques (FOC-ESPIRT) approaches
[13]. The approaches based on higher-order cumulates are
powerful in suppressing the Gaussian noise. The General-
ized Successive Interference Cancellation (GSIC) is a com-
putationally effective approach when the multipath channel
is long and sparse [12].

The idea behind the Time-Difference-Of-Arrival (TDOA)
method is to determine the relative position of a transceiver
by examining the difference in time rather then the absolute
arrival time. A straightforward method of TDOA estimation
is to form the cross-correlation between signals received at a
pair of BSs. Suppose that the signal ���� is received at BSA

corrupted by noise �� such that ����� � ���� � ����� The
same signal is received at BSB with a delay of � and also
corrupted by noise �����, giving ����� � �������������.

Fig. 2. The location of the MS is constrained to the intersection area
(shaded region) of circles of radius ���� � � � centred at each BS.

The cross-correlation function of these signals is:

	����
� �
�

�

��

�

���������� 
�d� (2)

The TDOA estimate is the value 
 that maximizes 	��� .
This approach requires the analog signals ����� and ����� to
be digitalized and transmitted to a common processing site.
Also, a strict time reference is required at each BS. In the IS-
95A CDMA standard, all BSs are referenced to a systemwide
time that uses the GPS time scale [1]. Because of properties
of the PN codes, the TOA estimates can be derived from the
pseudo-noise (PN) code acquisition and tracking algorithms
employed in Spread Spectrum (SS) receivers [15]. Two ap-
proaches are generally used to calculate the location of an
MS from TOA or TDOA estimates. One approach uses a ge-
ometric interpretation to calculate the intersection of circles
(Fig. 2) or hyperbolas (Fig. 3), depending on whether TOA
or TDOA is used. This approach becomes difficult if the hy-
perbolas or circles do not intersect at a point due to time
measurement errors. A second approach calculates the po-
sition using a nonlinear least-squares (NL-LS) solution [1],
which is a more statistically justifiable approach. The algo-
rithm assumes that the MS, located at ��� ���, transmits its
sequence at time 
�. The N BS receivers located at coordi-
nates ��� ���, ��� ���,...�� � ��� receive the sequence at
times 
�, 
�,...
� . As a performance measure, we consider
the function[1]:

���� � ��
� � 
��
�
�� � �� � ��� � ��� � (3)

where � is the speed of light, and  � �� �� 
�� . This func-
tion is formed for each BS receiver, � � �� ���� , and all the
���� could be zero with the proper choice of , �, and 
 .
However, the measured values of the arrival 
 � times are gen-
erally in error due to multipath and other impairments, and
non-LOS propagation introduces errors into the range esti-
mates that are derived from the arrival times.

In a GSM network a (Base Station) BS sends synchro-
nization information (i.e. training sequence in the synchro-
nization burst transmitted on the synchronization channel) to
a mobile station on how to advance their frame timing to
ensure correct frame synchronization with the serving BS.
After two consecutive inter-cell handovers, three timing ad-
vances are known to the network and therefore provide suf-
ficient information to compute the mobile phones position.
Additional handovers may contribute to the improvement of
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Fig. 3. Principals of Time-Difference-Of-Arrival (TDOA) (Hyper-
bolical geometric interpretation)

the location estimate. The positioning method is referred to
as Timing Advance (TA) and can be classified as a TOA
technique, and the nature of the architecture is network-
based. The system can be implemented without modifica-
tions to the current generation of GSM mobile stations [6].

The Observed Time Difference Positioning (OTD) em-
ploys TDOA measurements in order to determine the po-
sition of a mobile station. Through TA, the latter has in-
formation about the propagation delays to different BS and
can therefore detect the time difference between them. The
system can either work mobile-based or network based de-
pending on whether the GSM terminal calculates its position
from two independent measurements or if the information is
passed on to the network. For the latter, the network com-
putes the location estimate by solving the hyperbolic Eq. 3
presented in the preceding chapter. A major drawback of
the positioning concepts based on GSM signaling aspects is
their limited accuracy. The evaluation of positioning archi-
tectures based on TAs and OTDs resulted in a resolution �
554 m given LOS propagation [5] and may be further de-
graded by multipath propagation effects. The given accuracy
figure is a direct result of the limited bit resolution of TA
and OTD measurements. Since the this accuracy specifica-
tion will likely not meet the requirements for emergency lo-
cation reporting in the U.S., alternative approaches have to be
undertaken. This could be achieved, for example, by overlay-
ing an autonomous TDOA positioning system. The method
to measure the Observed Time Difference (OTD) on a ter-
minal has been used since radar systems were first invented
over 50 years ago and has been successfully adapted to E-
OTD by the major standardization bodies for cellular net-
works. E-OTD method can be related to both network based
and terminal based positioning techniques. If the BSs are not
synchronized, such a system operates by placing fixed ref-
erence measuring points. E-OTD seems to be a promising
candidate for enabling positioning at current and future mo-
bile network systems (in UMTS networks this technology is
called OTDOA (Observed Time Difference of Arrival) [9].

An obvious idea is to use the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) [14,16] and incorporate GPS receivers into mo-
bile phones, especially considering substantial increase in
GPS accuracy after the May 2000 removal of deliberately
introduced errors through Selective Availability (SA) [4,9].
This can successfully incorporate with Handset-based tech-

niques. Assisted-GPS (A-GPS) technology overcomes the
downsides of the conventional GPS solution, and achieves
high location accuracy at reasonable cost [14,4]. The assis-
tance to the mobile phone trying to determine its own lo-
cation comes from the network over the air-interface, and
this distributed approach leads to performance levels that ex-
ceed those of conventional GPS. What makes this technol-
ogy work so well is that the wireless network, using its own
GPS receivers, as well as an estimate of the mobiles loca-
tion down to cell/sector, can predict with great accuracy the
GPS signal the handset will receive and convey that informa-
tion to the mobile. With this assistance the size of the search
space is greatly reduced, and the time-to-firstfix (TTFF)[4,
14] shortened from minutes to a second or less. In addition,
an A-GPS receiver in the handset can detect and demodu-
late signals that are order of magnitude weaker than those re-
quired by conventional GPS receivers. Only a partial GPS re-
ceiver is required in the handset to achieve this functionality,
but legacy terminals cannot be used and new handsets are re-
quired for the technology to operate. The A-GPS technology
concept is shown in Fig. 4. The main system components are
a wireless handset with partial GPS receiver; AGPS server
with reference GPS receiver that can ”see”the same satellites
as the handset (DGPS service can be used as well); and wire-
less network infrastructure, that is, base stations and a mobile
switching center (MSC)[4].

The classification in Table 1[4] gives short overview and
description in location technologies. It is made according to
where signals are measured, since subsequent calculations
for location determination can be done anywhere in the sys-
tem. (In the Table, BS denotes a wireless base station, MS
a mobile handset, PDE is position-determination equipment,
RTD is the real time difference, and LMU stands for Loca-
tion Measurement Unit).

III. Conclusion

The subscriber location is a very interesting area in the ad-
ditional application of radio communication networks. There
are many ”pure” radio navigational technics utilized. Most of
the ideas in subscriber location could be applied successfully
for bistatic radar systems, which are based on the existing
radio systems and subsystems.

Fig. 4. Assisted-GPS concept
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